
OUR MISSION:
- to promote awareness of problems, alternatives and solutions among the Placer and Hard Rock Miners of the Cariboo.
- to educate the general public as to the importance of mining and to promote innovative mining methods.

PRESIDENT’S M ESSAGE
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Commodities
(from TMX Money)
Closing prices as of Aug. 31/12

Gold…………. $1687.60
Silver………… $ 31.44
Platinum…….. $1535.00
Copper………. $   3.46 5
Crude Oil…… $ 95.63
Cdn. Dollar…. $  1.0146
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Well, we finally received our Notice Of Work on August 14th. We sent it in early
but still had major delays. If you have had problems, let us know and we will be
able to bring them up at the BCPMA Meeting this October. With the Liberals
mandate to have permits out in two months, we can ask where the problem lies.

Maybe the system in place needs to be overhauled. No miner should have over half of his
mining season taken away while waiting for his permit.
Gold prices are headed in the right direction as of late, I hope they keep going.
If you are out mining, I hope you are all having a good season.    Chris

REGULAR CMA MEETING will be held on September 11th, 7 p.m . at the Senior’s
Centre, Activity Centre (side door).
CMA ANNUAL PICNIC: September 29th held at the Cottonwood Hall (Cottonwood)
Starts at 3pm, Potluck at 5:30pm. There will be draws for prizes, later on a Music Jam
Night & Dance presented by the Cottonwood Community Association.
Everyone is welcome. Come and join in the festivities and have some fun!

NOTE: CMA DIRECTORS: please attend a meeting prior to the Picnic at 2:30 p.m.

The Co-op is offering a discount on Orange Warning Fence for $49.99 while supplies
last for all CMA Members, you have to show your members card.

We have added a new regular section in our newsletter “The Bureaucratic Front”
by Ray Jungaro, Natural Resource Authorization Coordinator form our Quesnel Office.
Here he will keep us updated with regulations and pertinent and helpful information.

Phone Calls are going out to the members regarding “miner’s problems” if you have a
problem contact one of the CMA Executives. Contact numbers are on the last page.

Construction on the 2400 Road ..more information on page 8

The CMA wishes to thank Leonard Sinclair of Total Advantage for his generous
donation of the beautiful “Wingdam Book” for the archives of the Cariboo Mining

Association.  Thank You Very Much Len for your kind and generous gesture!

Cariboo Mining Association
Advertising Rates

Bus. Card size: $10.00
¼ Page ad: $20.00 (2 formats)
½ Page ad: $40.00 (2 formats)
Full Page ad:          $75.00
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ONE LINERS
● Success is relative - the more

success, the more relatives.
● You need to have the ability to

laugh at your own problems
because everyone else will.
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Hi Fellow Miners:
I attended Canadian National

Gold Panning Championships in
Barkerville with Brenda Dunbar  &
Edith Spence; a good time was had
by all. Scott Rea can sure put on a
good show and promoted the CMA
a lot. A Big thanks to Bob and Scott
Rea of Eldorado Gold and Gift in
Barkerville.

The Cariboo Mining
Association picnic will be held on
Sept. 29 (Saturday) at the Community Hall at Cottonwood. There will be a Directors Meeting
at 2:30 prior to the Picnic. At the Picnic/Potluck there will be prizes and a 50/50 draw.  Picnic
social time to start at 3:00 p.m. and eating by 5:30 p.m. Then after the Picnic the Cottonwood
Community Association will be having a local Music Jam Night and Dance so if people have
instruments they are more than welcome to bring them and their dancing shoes and join in
with the local festivities. This usually starts around 7:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

This fall expect a phone call from one of our members, we want to do a survey on
problems you may have had with your Notice of Work permits. You may remain anonymous
if you wish. We also want to do an article on how much the placer miner &  want-to be's are
bringing into the local economy. This is for all our benefit, so thanks in advance.
 We will be having our regular September meeting, we need to get the ‘miner’s
problems’ attended to and readied to be presented at the BCPMA in October in Kamloops.

We are having to print more Panning Brochures. This summer, so far  we have
distributed 500 Panning Brochures in Wells, Barkerville, Cottonwood House and Quesnel to
make local people and tourists aware of BC Panning Regulations and the location of the

Recreational Panning Reserves.
The ideas are being mulled around for a

Gold Show next spring. Brenda Dunbar would
like to see a panning demonstration held at the
Gold Show. Anyone else that has ideas for the
Gold Show, please bring them to the meetings
or contact one the CMA Executives, phone
numbers are listed on the last page of this
Newsletter. Your input is very important,
needed and is welcome.
We wish all those that got their permits and
have been out there mining that you have been
finding some good paydirt and a  generous
amount of that golden “stuff” at the end of
your day.* By Celine & Jackie

Lloyd (Spence) and Keni would like to thank
the Cariboo Mining Association for the
wonderful “Fruit Basket” delivered by Joan
Ohrlein and Tex Enemark. We Thank all of
you for your thoughtfulness and kindness.

New Corporate Member

Total Advantage:
 Mineral Exploration & Mining

Project Consultant

New Individual Members

Clint Blize
Rob Boyko

Julie Carlson
Sheri Coles

Marie Hampton
Randy Houghtaling

Gary Lind
Karin St John

 Shastah Topham

The Cariboo Mining
Association welcomes all
new members & Thanks
You  for your support!



 Defining: “Forestry Roads”
Many folks define “Forestry Roads” as any gravel road that’s in the bush. This confuses me, hence the confused look
many of you get from bureaucrats like myself. There are several categories of roads. I’ll name the more common
ones and provide a brief explanation of each.
Forest Service Road (FSR) – is constructed or maintained by the ministry. Many people use FSR’s to get to their
favourite recreation site, hunting, etc. In order to use an FSR for an industrial activity (low-bedding equipment,
hauling gravel) a Road Use Permit is required.
Road Use Permit (RUP) – All industrial users on an FSR are to have a RUP. A RUP gives you the authority to use
an FSR for industrial use.
Road Permit roads (RP) – are roads that are built, used and maintained by the harvesting licence holder (forestry
company). These roads usually connect cutblocks to FSR’s and public highways.
Special Use Permit (SUP) – provides the authority to construct and maintain a road for non-forest use. These roads
are normally restricted to mining operations outside a claim area.
Non-status Roads (NSR) – are roads without tenure (authorization) from the ministry or other agencies.
I’d like to mention that having a Road Use Permit / Special Use Permit ensures that government and other agencies
are aware you’re authorized to use these roads. This means better communication and less chance of having your
access road deactivated.
After reading this my hope is to reduce the confused looks.

The Bureaucratic Front
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By Ray Jungaro Natural Resource Authorization Coordinator

A little  Humour: Women now have choices. They can be
married, have a job, not have a job, be married with children,
be not married with children. Men always have the same
choice we’ve always had: work or prison.          Tim Allen
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 CVG Mining Ltd “The Wingdam Project”

Will the deep rich channels under Lightening Creek at Wingdam finally surrender their gold in this 21st century?
But before I proceed to the story I would like to thank Len Sinclair, President and  CEO of  CVG Mining Ltd for his time, the permission
to use information from CVG Mining Ltd and the use of information and pictures from the beautifully put together picture book
“Wingdam Mine” , the photographers; Eva and Leif Grandell from Studio Grandell for the use of the pictures, Steve Kocsis BSc. P.Geo.
(Chief Geologist for CVG Mining Ltd); for providing  information  and direction and John Bot for his assistance in compiling this story.
The Story

Starting in 2009, CVG Mining Ltd., a private company took up
the challenge to put this very historic rich buried alluvial placer gold
deposit into production using some very interesting technology. The
area CVG Mining has completed exploratory work on is immediately
downstream from the historic Sanderson and Melvin Mines located 45
km east of Quesnel within the Lightening Creek Valley along
Highway 26 to Wells & Barkerville. It is believed that the buried
channels have a possible resource of 51,000 to 61,500 ounces of gold
in 53,000 cubic yards at roughly one ounce per cubic yard (Reid
2010). It has been said that Wingdam and area hold the richest alluvial
gold deposit per mile in the world. CVG Mining’s objective is to put
this rich alluvial placer deposit into production after preliminary
exploration and work are assessed.

First, a little on the history of  Wingdam, where during the last 116 years several major attempts have been made to extract
the deep underground rich gravels at Wingdam using various methods to deal with the problem of flooding and heavy flow of
“slum” into the shafts. Wingdam, so named after the wooden “wings” that were built and used by miners to divert the water of the
creeks. The name “Lightening Creek” came about by Bill Cunningham while trying to encourage his mining partners while on a
very difficult trip in the area. It wasn’t until 1861 that gold was found in the shallow gravels just upstream from the Melvin and
Sanderson Mines at Wingdam. The first of five major
attempts at working the deep deposits was made in 1896 and
continued for the next 20 years by Lightening Creek Gold,
Gravels & Drainage Co. Ltd. Shafts were sunk, tunnels dug,
holes drilled and drifts were driven in an attempt to extract
the gold. Due to the presence of high water pressure,
flooding and cave-ins this attempt resulted in the cessation
of work in 1920.

In the 1930’s the town of Wingdam developed and grew
to several hundred people with a bakery, butcher shop and
several stores while Consolidated Gold Alluvials of British
Columbia Ltd. , (formerly Lightening Creek Gold Mines
Ltd.) mined the area using the “Australian Deep Lead
Mining Method” (1934) at the Melvin mine. They successfully de-watered the Sanderson shaft in 1930 and deepened the Melvin

shaft and by 1937 had connected the two shafts. In 1938, the Melvin
shaft flooded with a heavy flow of water and clay due to a weakened
face. Exploratory drifts at the Sanderson shaft failed to show pay
gravels, closing down the operation. With the mine shutdown folks
moved on to other ventures and the town was abandoned. The amount
of gold taken out during these attempts is sketchy and incomplete.

The Sanderson Mine before 1937 was reported to have taken out
$210,482 worth of gold (1937 gold prices). Between 1937 and 1938 it is
reported 37,212 grams of gold were taken out of Wingdam.  No more
attempts at gold extraction was made until 1961 when the Wingdam and
Lightening Creek Mining Co. used a special cement grout which was
poured into drill holes in an attempt to seal off the water.

    continued on next page

TOTAL ADVANTAGE
Mineral Exploration

 &
Mining Project Consultant

Leonard Sinclair
   PO Box 4013 Phone: 250 994-3200
   Quesnel, BC V2J 3J1  Email:leonardsinclair@gmail.com

Story  by  Edith Spence  all photos courtesy of Grandell Studios

Wingdam  1938
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 By 1964 the mine went into production, but as with previous attempts “Cariboo Slum” and high  pressure water flooded out
the mine. Reports are not clear, whether the mine closed due to the flooding or lack of finances and how much gold was taken out.

Gold Ridge Resources (1986) hydraulically pushed a 42” diameter pipe 61 feet across the bottom gravels of one of the
channel gutters successfully and in December of 1992 a 2 foot  by 5 foot opening was cut and a sample taken which yielded 54
grams of gold from a 6.5 square foot area on bedrock. Although successful at getting at the gold this method proved to be
inefficient and a cumbersome process of extraction of the pay gravels.

CVG Mining Ltd obtained the property from local prospector, John Bot and in October of 2009 began a cleanup of the site at
Wingdam, clearing the debris, securing any dangerous areas, putting up proper signage and re-decking the main bridge. At CVG
Mining a lot of attention is paid to safety, environment and insuring that the site is up to BC Regulations at all times including the
testing of the water quality in the pond and the creek on a regular basis.

CVG Mining had a Resistively Imaging and-Induced Polarization done over 1035 metres with 640 metres of seismic
reflection surveying. Frontier Geoscience Inc. conducted the test surveys. Historical and hydro geological reports were reviewed
on the underground workings (by Clifton Associates) all this data was compiled & a 3-D Model of the underground & surface
was built by Progressive Survey Solutions. Fortis came in and
designed the development drift, did the drilling of the freeze holes to a

dept of 44 metres and the
installation & connection of the
freeze plant. Minus 35 degree
Celsius brine is circulated within
the freeze holes by the “freeze
plant” that sits above ground.
Fifteen, six inch freeze holes
were drilled across the river
channel in an arch formation,
which froze the surrounding
ground to stop the flow of the
water and the ‘Cariboo Slum’
and there by de-watering the
underground workings. This ‘freeze technology’ turns water saturated ’slum’ material into a
hardened & heavily reinforced frozen area of ground support around the work zone.

       By early March, 2012 CVG Mining had completed a
12.5 foot long cross cut drift into the 110 foot wide paleo-
channel floor. The decline to the exploratory area (verti-
cally 160 feet below the surface) is about 1700 feet long
with a 15% slope. The equipment was taken underground
by a mine scoop. The sample material was run through an
underground trommel washplant and a jig utilizing gravi-
ty separation methods. The trommel used was eight feet
long, three feet in diameter with a sixteen foot sluice
which included a three foot ‘boil box’. Processing the
material underground allows for the tailings to remain
underground and to be used as backfill. Water used to
wash the material flows into a sump, settled and then is
pumped up to the surface pond. All extraction and

processing of each yard of material was done under the supervision of
the Company’s Chief Geologist Steve Kocsis, BSc. P.Geo. Steve
studied Earth Sciences at the University of Waterloo, graduated in
1983. He has co-authored three publications focused on the placer gold
deposits in the Cariboo Region. Steve has 30 years experience in his
profession and has worked not only in BC but also the Yukon, Central
America and Columbia.

`    continued on the next page

CVG Mining Ltd “The Wingdam Project” continued from page 4

Freeze plant Drift  drilling

Freeze piping and  X cut development
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By May 3, 2012 CVG Mining had
completed the analysis of 140 bank cubic
metres paleochannel bulk sample
exploration. The sample was extracted
from a 2.44 metre high by 2.44 metre wide
exploration drift intersecting the true
width of the paleochannel floor along 23.4
metres. This paleochannel extends
laterally across 2.4 km of the Wingdam
property. Most of the gold was
concentrated directly along the bedrock-
gravel interface, the remaining gold
concentrations were located within thin
bedrock fractures extending up to 0.30
metres drop & along an overlying
boulder/cobble rich fluvial gravel layer
reaching up to 0.90 metres thick. The
auriferous bedrock and gravel section

make up a gold enriched zone reaching up to 1.20 metres thick. All the gravel and bedrock material extracted along the drift
height was combined into the bulk sample.

The gold recovered from this 23.5 metre drift amounted to 167.0
ounces of raw gold  (900 fineness) from 140 bank cubic metres. The
refined equivalent gold grade amounted to 33.4 g. per cubic metre or
0.438 oz per ton. The grade across the central portion of the
paleochannel totalling 14.8 metres averaged 49.45 g/cu metre or 0.652
oz/ton. An abundance of gold flakes up to 5 mm long were visible on
bedrock across a 5.5 metre distance ( 6.5 to 12.0 m). Seven discrete
samples ( 0.036 to 0.054 cu metre) were collected along this distance
returning gold grades ranging from 71.35 to 185.62 g/cu. metre, this
discrete sample represents the entire extent of the 5.5 metre distance &
2.44 metre of mine height. The largest nugget retrieved was 8.2 grams,

some
of the nuggets contained quartz and the gold in the overall
sample contains about 8% silver.
With the analysis completed on the bulk sample CVG Mining
is in the process of finalizing a National Instrument 43-101
Technical Report on the property. Also discussions are being
held with engineering firms for the completion of a

pre-feasibility study to ascertain appropriate mining methods. The estimated
life of the mine is about eight years.

Many
contractors,
consultants
and

suppliers as well as a dedicated management, associates, staff
and crew were involved in making this project a success. The
majority of the equipment, suppliers and supplies, consultants,
contractors, transportation, employees and other required
services used were from local communities. The majority of the
$20 million CVG Mining spent on this project was also spent
locally. If all goes well, they just may be the Mining Company
to succeed at conquering Wingdams hold on the gold in the
channels under Lightening Creek. With the ‘freeze method’ they
are actually using the water to their advantage and we wish them
the best in their challenge. continued on  the next page

CVG Mining Ltd “The Wingdam Project” continued from page 5

Len Sinclair, Pres., CEO & Steve Kocsis, Bsc. P Geo.at the shaker table

Trommel unit & processing equipment

Wingdam Gold

8.2 gram
nugget



It is this writers opinion that the local communities of the Cariboo need to recognize the significance of placer mining in the
region, right from the recreational miner, the prospector, the “mom & pop” operations to the Junior and larger Mining
Companies. They all provide a significant economic and financial input into the local communities. The gold and other minerals
are in the ground, it takes a lot of money and resources to locate these minerals, to do the exploration and feasibility studies, to go
into production and to extract the minerals, whether it is on a small or large scale. The money to do this flows into the local
community and a significant
mineral find attracts investors,
other exploration companies are
attracted and the local economy
grows as a result.  CVG Mining
Ltd spent $20 million on this
project at Wingdam, most of that
money went to various local
business and services. CVG
Mining Ltd used over 150
businesses and services in this
project and that is just one
mining company, which I have to
say is pretty darn important
financially to the local
community businesses.

As has been in the past and
continues to this day, generally it
is the prospector with boots on
the ground and/or the small
miner that locates some rich
ground that brings  bigger mining
companies for exploration into
the area. This is only my opinion
and not necessarily that of the
CMA.* end of story.
NOTE: All photos accompanying
this story have a Copyright.

From left to right: Back row: Vince Kapinus (Project Manager), Len Sinclair, CEO, Dave Gies,
Daniel Piggott, Gui Trudeau, Leigh Sinclair. MiddleRow: Lorne Stoneman, Andre martin, Tyson
Brodhagen, Mark Sinclair, Drew Sinclair, Steve Kocsis (Chief Geologist) Front:Bill Mowery

The crew at CVG

CVG Mining Ltd “The Wingdam Project” continued from page 6
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  610 Richard Road, Prince George , BC V2K 4L3

  Golden
Facts:
 All the

existing gold
in the world if
turned into a

5 micron wire
would wrap
around the
world 7.2

million times.
*

Over 100
million
people

worldwide
depend on

gold mining
for their

livelihood
*



the Miners Page
We welcome your comments, letters, complaints, beefs, frustrations, ideas & anything nice you have to say.

If you would like to contribute an article to this page my email is: egspe@shaw.ca, or bring it to the CMA
meeting or mail it to: Cariboo Mining Association, Box 4184, Quesnel, BC V2J 6T9
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Miners who’ve travelled the Beaver Pass over the years likely know
that this old road (aka 2400 Rd) has remained the same from the
Barkerville Hwy up to Langford Lake since at least the 1930s. Now
there’s changes acomin’ and a road construction crew out of Prince
George is busy constructing a bypass that will alter the course of the
road at the point where it formerly winded its way along the eastern
shore of 4 Mile Lake.
   Why the government is making this change after 80 years or longer is
still a mystery to this writer. My hunch is that the DFO has decided that
having the road right along the lake is somehow affecting fish habitat
and so it must be bypassed for environmental reasons.
   A drilling crew  is currently working up there presumably
preparing to blast the bedrock so the road can be lowered enough to
connect up without too steep a grade at the 6 km mark.
It will be interesting to see the final cost of this seemingly
unnecessary venture when it finally wraps up.

Road Changes along Beaver Pass at 4 Mile Lake story & photos by Arthur Topham



2012 Canadian National Gold Panning Championship

2012 Canadian National Gold Panning Championship
The Competition was sponsored by and held at Eldorado Gold and Gift in Barkerville on the 11th and 12th of August and

presented by Integris Credit Union. There were many businesses and people from Wells and area, Quesnel and Prince George
that helped to make this event happen. The event  was organized and hosted by the “six time panning champion” Scott Rea and

the Rea family. Just prior to this event Scott and his son Jaiden competed in the World
Invitational Panning Championships at Taylor, BC.  Jaiden Rea, at 11 years old won the
championship again this year in his category making him a two-time winner. Scott, well…..
he placed second at the Championships (and he has his excuses as to why) but he has six
winnings to be proud of and
more so, very proud of his son
Jaiden, as is the rest of the Rea
family. Jaiden may well surpass
you Scott, he is almost halfway
there and he is only eleven.
Competitors and spectators
arrived in Barkerville from
different parts of Canada, the
USA, Europe and even a
competitor from Papua New
Guinea. Competitors ranged from

the 5 year olds to the ‘old timers’ both female and male. There were well over 300 entries for the different competitions during
the event. The top three winners were presented with a trophy and a cash prize of $100, $50, and $25  for first, second and third

prizes in that order for the Professional, Adult and Senior Competitions. Adult and Seniors first place
winners each were also presented with gold nugget necklace. In the Professional Event the first place
winner got a solid silver belt buckle with a gold nugget in it, courtesy of Placer Gold Mines.

There were competitions for the 5 to 15 year olds, which included the “Dash to the Dentist”, where
the competitors had to fill their pans with 2 scoops of paydirt, the time was up when the paydirt was
gone. The object of this competition was to find a numbered coin and retain it, the more coins, the

more prizes they won. The numbers on the coins were matched to a prize with the same
number, those that didn’t find a coin were given a ticket which was drawn for a prize.
Everybody won a prize! Some of the prize
winners may be really be making a ‘dash to a
dentist’ if they consume too much of their prizes
(the largest lollipops I ever saw!). The top
winner in this event was Michael Webb, with a
time of 1:36:18 minutes for the top cash prize.
Jorie Kellow  won the Razor electric scooter.
In the Adult Competition, the competitors had 7
minutes to find and retain the gold, and the

competitor that came to the judges with the shortest time and had all the gold
(usually 5 or 6 pieces) became the winner of the event. And the winner was
Vanya Plonikoff of Castlegar, BC with a time of 2:45:56 minutes.
In the Team Competition, each team got a bucket of paydirt, the first panner had
to show gold before they could pass the pan on to their team member. All the gold
found was put into a smaller pan with a time limit of 12 minutes to find 6 flakes of
gold. Winners of this Event were the team of Chris Kuchnak (Sherwood Park,
AB), Vanya Plotnikoff (Castlegar, BC) and Stephanie Clark (Twassessan, BC)
with a time of 9:27:27 minutes finding five of the six pieces.
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Photos & story by Edith Spence
The Cariboo Mining Association would like to thank the Scott and Bob Rea family and the Staff at Eldorado Gold for providing a
scrumptious lunch, for promoting the CMA several times during the event, (we did gain a few new members) and thanks to Barkerville
Town for allowing those with a free miners certificate a free entry to Barkerville for the weekend of  the event. The CMA provided some
panning troughs for the event and of course volunteer help. For me it was a privilege to partake as one of the judges during this event,
it very interesting, fun, I learnt a lot and sure met a lot of interesting and wonderful people.

Host of the events,
Scott & son Jaiden
Rea

Some of
the prizes

Some of the happy winners

http://cariboominingassociation.com/2012/06/10/cariboo-mining-association-sets-course-for-upcoming-season-at-june-9th-agm/


.There was a Seniors Competition for those age 50 and over, “the old timers” and some sure looked the part of a miner of
many years past. Dale Harkness all the way up from Cranbrook, BC took first place with 2:35:54 minutes in the Seniors Event.

In the Open Competition the winner was Dave Coupland from Nisku, Alberta who
panned out 5 pieces of gold in 3:44:02 minutes, and I believe that he was using one of
those “flat pans”. The competitors in this event were allowed to use their own pans, 5
pieces of gold were available and they had to put the gold into a vial within the time
limit. And these competitors came out with all sorts of “different” pans, there was the
“Australian” turbopan, 2 types of “flat pans” one style was from Finland, the other from
Switzerland, a Chinese looking pan from South America
called a “Batea” and of course the “Garrets”, “Le Traps”,
regular steel pans and so on. It was really interesting to
watch the ‘fancy’ pans work, I was told that the flat pans
are great for competitions but not a pan you would want to
use to work in the creek.

Sunday started out with the Professional Competition with a 5 minute time limit and 5 pieces of
gold. The Professional Event  was won by Yukon Dan Moore, Langley, BC with the shortest time of
1:42:22 minutes. King of the Creek Competition was the highlite event with the biggest prize,
$1000.00, the Hi-Banker by Grey Wolf valued at $1500.00, a unique “made in the Cariboo” wooden
plaque and your name engraved on the Canadian National Panning Championship Trophy. In this
competition the 28 competitors were given a bucket of paydirt, they had 7 minutes to pan it out and

find 6 pieces of gold. The King of the Creek was taken
down by a gal who was crowned as “Queen of the Creek.” Karen St John,
owner/operator of Northwoods Restaurant in Wells, BC. This is the first time in the
history of the Canadian National Panning Championships this event was won by a
female and she is one proud lady (shocked
too!) When asked how she felt about
winning the event and overthrowing the
King? Her  reply was “Pretty darn good!
Excellent! And I welcome all challengers
to come out to the next competition and
have some fun” I  told her that she looked
pretty shocked when she won, her reply

was  “Yes! I just entered for the fun of it, I never expected I’d be
able to win!” The only other panning competition she has ever
entered was a few years ago in Edmonton where she “placed” in
the events this gave her the entrance into the Professional
Competition in Barkerville this year. She said “ It was awesome
panning against Professional Panners and that with some our paths
have crossed before in Edmonton.” Karen has about 30 years of
pleasure panning, worked a claim in the 1980’s with her dad
across from the old Bullion Pit near Likely, BC. She has been
panning yearly for the fun of it since living in BC.  She attended
the Fraser River Panning Competition at Anderson Creek (Boston
Bar) hosted by Yukon Dan Moore on August 23 -26th, competed
in the Professional Event and placing in the top six.

The Final Events to take place on Sunday were the Scavenger
Hunt with 55 competitors participating where the object was to find
numbered coins that corresponded to a prize.

The last event was the Grudge Match where the gravels were
cleaned out of the panning troughs and put on a pile. The competitors
had to fill their pans from the pile, pan it out, retain any gold found, go
back and fill their pans again, until the pile was gone. Boy! Did those
competitors move! Among all the splashing, the wiggles and shakes
and the dashes back to the piles to get more paydirt sure made it quite
the event to watch! The competitor who came up with the most gold
pieces was Clint Blize who hails from Calmar, Alberta. finding seven
pieces of gold and therefore winner of  the Grudge Match.

Panning Championships continued from page 9

 Trophy

Dance of the
“Queen”

Ladies from  Integris
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The Competition ended with the  prize presentations, speakers, acknowledgements and for those that partook, a trip down the
street into Barkerville to where it all began 150 years ago led by Judy Campbell (CEO of the Barkerville Heritage Trust) playing
the bagpipes. We all gathered where Billy Barker sunk a shaft and at 52 feet struck GOLD resulting in the town of Barkerville and

starting the Cariboo Gold Rush, a search for gold that continues to this day. Among other speakers and
story tellers, those present were honoured by the presence of the great, great granddaughter of Billy
Barker, Elaine Edgington who resides in Cambridgeshire, England, she was brought in by Barkerville
Town for this special Celebration of the
150 the Anniversary of the Cariboo Gold
Rush. Elaine is a descendent of William
(Billy) Barker’s wife and daughter that he
left behind in Cambridgeshire, England in
the late 1840’s when he travelled to North
America. The visitors to Barkerville on
Sunday were also treated to piece of the
100 pound plus Birthday Cake Celebrating
Barkerville’s 150 Years of the Gold
Rush.* Check out our Website

www.Cariboominingassociation.com for a
collage of  pictures from the Panning
Championships.

Panning Championships continued from page 10

Elaine Edgington
Billy Barker’s great,
great grandaughter.

THE MINER’S TEN COMMANDMENTS
A bit of nostalgia…. Submitted by Connie Hollenbeck
Here are four of the common-sense “commandments” observed
particularly by the”49ers” during the California Gold Rush and by the
Miners of later “rushes.”
No. 2: Thou shalt not make unto thyself any false claim, nor any likeness to
a mean man, by jumping one, whatever thou findest on the top above, or on
the rock beneath, or in a crevice underneath the rock - or I will visit the
miners around to invite them on my side: and when they decide against
thee, thou shalt  take thy pick and thy pan, thy shovel, and thy blankets,
with all that thou hast, and  “go prospecting”, to seek good diggings; but
thou shalt find none. Then, when thou hast returned, in sorrow, shalt thou
find that thine old claim is worked out, and yet no pile made thee, to hide
the ground, or in an old boot beneath thy bunk, or in buckskin or bottle
underneath thy cabin, but hast paid all that was in thy purse away, worn out
thy boots and garments, so that there is nothing good about them but the
pockets, and thy patience is likened unto thy garments; and at last thou shall
hire thy body out to make thy board and save thy bacon.
No 3: Thou shalt not go prospecting before thy claim gives out. Neither
shalt thou take thy money, nor thy gold dust, nor thy good name to the
gaming table in vain; for monte, twenty-one, roulette, far lansquenel and
poker, will prove to thee that the more thy put test down the less thou take
up; and when thou thinkist of thy wife and children, thou shalt not hold
thyself guiltless, but - insane.
No. 4: Thou shalt not remember what thy friends do at home on he Sabbath
Day, lest the remembrance may not compare favourably with what thou
doest here. Six days thou may st dig or pick all that thy body can stand
under; but the o’day is Sunday; yet thou washest all thy dirty shirts, darnest
all thy stockings, tap thy boots, mend thy clothing, chop thy whole week’s
firewood, make up and bake thy bread and boil thy pork and beans, that
thou wait not when thou returnest from thy long-tom, weary.
No. 7: Thou shalt not grow discouraged, nor think of going home before
thou hast made thy”pile,” because thou hast not “struck thy lead.” Not
found a “rock crevice,” nor sunk a hole upon a “pocket,” lest in going home
thou shalt not leave four dollars a day, and go and to work, ashamed, at fifty
cents, and serve thee right; for thou knowest by staying here, thou mightest
strike a lead and fifty dollars a day. And keep thy manly self-respect, and
then go home with enough to make thyself and others happy.*

Nickel Creek
Resourses Inc.

8061 Chinook Way
Blaine, WA   98230
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DUSYK

MINE CONSULTING SERVICE LTD
Basil Dusyk

872 - Desmond Street
Kamloops, BC   V2B 5K5

 Phone: 250 682 2482    Email: bndusyk@gmail.com

  The amount of wealth gained through the mining for gold in the Barkerville region is one that is relatively difficult to put a fully
analyzed figure on, as is the estimates for population. At the time of the Gold Rush in 1858, it was estimated that 30,00 people
landed in Victoria and then made it up to the mainland. This was four years prior to the strike that was to make Barkerville famous
and approximately six years before the major period of gold discovery (ca.1863/64/65). The big years were probably 1864 and
1865. Since there was no official reportage of gold, nor the number of people involved, speculation has formed the primary method
of telling the story.
   On the historical level, the amount of gold taken out of the Cariboo
ranges between approximately $5-10 million to over $50 million in
gold during the latter half of the 19th century. The hard figure relates to
the Gold Assay office which opened in 1869.
Between June 1869 and August of 1895, $4.3 million in gold was dealt
with by the Government Assay Office. From what I have read about the
use of banks, I would suggest that not a lot of gold was secreted out of
the country, although this is continually suggested to have been the
case. There was just not sufficient profit in secreting gold, as there was
the liability issue associated with treasure that could be removed by
trading the gold to a bank, who took all the responsibility. Thus the
trading in paper credits and money took over by about 1864.
   The Bank of British North America was the largest group to take their gold into the Assay Office - at $2 million for the time
period from 1869 to 1895. This time period is also missing from 1860’s when it is estimated that the larger finds were made. John
Bowron, gold commissioner, in 1895 estimated $19.5 million in gold had been removed from Williams Creek alone. Bowron had
operated assay offices in the area prior to starting with the Government in the 1870s, so he may have been more aware of what was
going on. However, a full analysis has not been completed and it must be remembered that Williams Creek was only one of several
creeks in the area that produced large quantities of gold.
   The price e of gold in its pure state was probably closer to $21, but for the sale to stores such as the Hudson’s Bay Company, the
price was around $16.50 an ounce with a discount of around 3%. This price for gold was fairly stable throughout the 19th century.

The use of ounces an easier figure to use than money, plus one has to figure in what it could
buy - rubber boots, a must in the mining area, went for $9 a pair in 1870, while dungarees went
for $1.25. so, that one can see that the relative price variance has changed over the years, where
a pair of rubber boots would sell for around $20 and blue jeans at $40 to $50, and the price
would depend more now on quality. However, we do know that gold is now approximately
$1600 an ounce United States Currency (troy ounce). An estimate undertaken in the 1960s
indicated that 3 million ounces of gold were recovered between 1858 and 1958 using placer
techniques and that close to the same was recovered from Hard Rock mining during the same
period, with the greatest amount of placer gold recovery occurring in the 1860s and a greater
portion of the Hard Rock mining occurring after 1930. Both figures

would equate to approximately a billion dollars each at the price that gold is today. The Cariboo was a major
gold producer for those few years, but continued as a producer and still continues as a producer of gold, but
at a lesser level. Exploratory companies continue to work in the area and to speak of potentially great profits.
   Population figures are equally difficult to construct. However, a geographer, Galois. Reviewed the
available data in the Cariboo Sentinal and elsewhere and suggest there were around 4,500 people in the area
in 1864, the height of placer gold production. By 1871, there were about 3 to 400 people wintering in the
area. The trend continued right through to the 1930s when they opened up the Cariboo Gold Quartz, a ‘Hard
Rock’ mine in Wells when the population peaked for the area around 5,500. The population fluctuated
according to what was going on in the mining industry. When the history started to be gathered in the early
1960s, people had already forgotten the great hydraulic mining efforts (1895 to 1930)and concentrated their
research on the 1860s. The great placer workings of the 1860s was much recorded in the Cariboo Sentinel (1865 to 1875). So, the
period between 1862, when Billy Barker discovered the first of several major strikes on Williams Creek, until the publication of
the Cariboo Sentinel in 1865, is poorly understood - the sources are slim at best and most speculative. But, that is the nature of
history - things get written and research carried out because it is favoured*

You may read the full story in the Barkerville Magazine.

Barkerville’s General Population and the Value of Gold (with permission from “Barkerville:150 Years of Pure Gold”)

    By W.G. Quackenbush, Curator at Barkerville Town. Story has been edited and condensed by Edith Spence

Tools miners would have used in the past
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 All Haul
 Barkerville Town

Billy Barker Casino Hotel
 Super Save Gas (Quesnel)
 Woodland Equipment Inc.

 Active Rent-All
 Cariboo Hose

 Cariboo Propane
 Co-op (North Cariboo)
 Dan’s Machining Ltd

 Duysk Mine Consulting Service Inc.
 Eldorado Gold

 IRL Supplies Ltd (Pr. Geo)
 James & Sons Electric Ltd

 Kada Contracting Ltd
  Motherlode Wash & Quick Lube

 Mountain Mining
 Muscle Industries Ltd

 Nickel Creek Resources Ltd
 Service Electric Ltd

Total Advantage
 Technic Inc.

 West Central Pipe

T-Shirts & Caps with CMA Logos
Caps ………… $15.00

Regular T-Shirts…..$10.00

CMA Embrodered color Logos…..$8.00

On Sale!
Dated T-Shirts for $ 5.00

For these items call:
Chris or Celine at 250 992-8568
Or come to our monthly meeting, we’ll
have them there.

FOR SALE

    GOLD WEIGHTS
31.1 Grams = 1 oz.
20 Pennyweight = 1 oz.
480 Grains = 1 oz.
24 Grains = 1 penny weight
12 Troy ounces = 1 troy  pound

We Thank all our Corporate & Individual Members for their
support. We also ask that the membership support our
Corporate Members whenever and wherever possible as

we are very honoured and privileged to have their support.
   A 24” Steel Gold Wheel

   New Zealand type

   Works on 110 or 220 volts

   $1200.00

   Call Larry at   250 578 0525

Words of Wisdom
Every tomorrow has two handles. We can take hold
of it with the handle of anxiety or the handle of faith.
                                        Henry Ward Beecher



Contact Page

Government Contact List.
FrontCounter BC 322 Johnston Ave. 250 992-4400

Quesnel, BC V2J 3M5
Natural Resource Authorization
Coordinator (Quesnel)  Ray Jungaro 250 992-4400

Deputy Gold Commissioner  Ed Collazzi 604 660-2814
Kamloops Mines Office   250 828-4131

441 Columbia Street (Fax 250 828-4154)
Kamloops, BC V2C 2T3
Regional Director  Joe Sequin  250 828-4448
Senior Inspector of Mines  Bruce Hupman 250 371-3714
Mineral titles inspector Don Smith 250 371-3786
Senior Inspectors, Health & Safety

Steve Rothman 250 371-3780
John Cox 250 371-3915

Inspector of Mines  Grant Feldinger 250 371-3755
Tom Charles 250 371-3783
Ann Brunke 250 371-3902

Bob Simpson, MLA  (Cariboo) 250 991-0296
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The Cariboo Miner Editors wish to thank all
those that contributed to this issue. We look
forward to your suggestions, stories, articles,
reports, news and mining pictures.
Please submit your articles by October 27th,2012
for the November/December Issue.
Contact Edith Spence by ph: 250 992 7659
or  email:  egspe@shaw.ca

CMA Executive List 2011- 2012
President:  Chris Winther  992-8568
1st Vice:   Don Rabby  992-6749
2nd Vice:   Dennis Wittner  992-8687
Secretary: Jackie Sarginsen       992-7772
Treasurer: Brenda Dunbar  …………
Directors: Celine Duhamel  992-8568

Dave Erickson   …………
Glen Frank               983-5311
Connie Hollenbeck  747-8599
Don Kirkham  983-5792
Edith Spence  992-7659
Arthur Topham  992-3479
Kate Wittner            992-8687
Richard Wittner       991-0615

 NOTE: Next meeting is September 11th at 7:00 PM CMA meeting’s are held on the
2nd Tuesday of the month  at 7:00 PM at the Quesnel Senior’s Center, Activity Room (side door)


